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Effective Central Bank Independence
and the Inflation-Output Trade-Off*
What is the impact of changing central bank independence (CBI) on the inflation-output tradeoff'?. This paper introduces the nolSon of effective CBI and distinguishes its political from its
economic effects on the trade-off by analyzing the interaction between the government, the
median voter and the central bank. It is found that the two effects may work in opposite
directions, with the political effect counteracting or reinforcing the economic effect. A taxonomy
of possible combinations of expected inflation and inflation-output variability is built based on
tile equilibrium response of the median voter's expected loss to changes in effective CBI. Also,
a threshold degree of CBI is obtained such that increasing effective CBI from below the threshold induces greater absolute change in inflation variability than output variability, the stylized
fact underlying the claim that CBI is a free lunch.

1. Introduction

Is central bank independence (CBI) a free lunch? Following Rogoffs
(1985) theoretical results of lower and more stable inflation and more variable output growth associated with higher CBI, empirical research has found
mixed results: although there is strong negative correlation between the levels of CBI and average inflation and inflation variability, CBI is not significantly positively correlated with the variance of output growth or unemployment.1 These findings have not prompted much theoretical work despite
their strong policy-making implications. A notable exception is Alesina and
Gatti (1995) who, in the context of a partisan business cycle model, have
shown that increasing CBI can yield lower output variability if it implies less
political influence in monetary policy.2 The absence of a clear link between
CBI and output variability has prompted the notion that the inflation benefits
*This paper is based on chapter 2 of my Ph.D. dissertation at Princeton University. I am very
grateful to my advisor Larry Ball for his encouragement, and would also like to thank Bill
Branson, Paolo Pesenti, Ken Rogoff and Helmut Schlesinger for their advice. I would especially
like to thank two anonymous referees for their valuable comments. All errors remain my own.
E-mail address for correspondence: d.tambakis@city.ac.uk.
1The theoretical results have been extended by Lohmann (1992), and optimal contracts for
implementing CBI have been designed by Persson and Tabellini (1994) and Walsh (1995). On
the empirical results see Alesina and Summers (1993), Eijfinger and Schaling (1993, 1996) and
Fischer (1994).
2The key contributions to rational partisan business cycle theory are by Alesina (1987, 1988).
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of establishing an independent central bank come at no apparent output
cost.
This paper addresses these issues in a monetary policy model where
changes in the effective degree of CBI introduce a political effect to the
inflation-output trade-offwhich may counter the traditional economic effect.
The key idea is as follows. The government would like the inflation-output
combination to reflect its own monetary policy preferences, rather than the
central bank's. However, it has a political incentive to satisfy a median voter
who generally has policy preferences different than its own. If macroeconomic performance is an important electoral issue, higher CBI lowers the
government's reelection probability if the median voter is less inflation averse
than itself, but improves its reelection chances if the median voter is more
inflation averse. The government reacts to the expected change in its reelection probability by shifting its policy preferences relatively toward, or
away from, those of the median voter, as the case may be. The effective
stance of monetary policy is then jointly determined by the interaction of
the government's political incentive and the central bank's traditional economic influence. I show that the first-order condition of the government's
optimization problem is nonlinear in the degree of effective CBI and proceed to study the relationship between an exogenous increase in effective
CBI and the inflation-output trade-off,
There are three main results. First, as the political and economic effects of changing CBI may counteract each other, their net impact on average inflation and inflation-output variability is generally ambiguous. In absolute terms, the magnitude of the political effect is larger the lower the
initial degree of effective CBI and the government's political incentive, and
the greater the policy differences between the government and the median
voter. When the political effect is strong, increasing effective CBI may yield
higher average and more variable inflation and less variable output growth.
Second, the political effect's relative weight depends upon the median
voter's expected gain or loss from higher effective CBI, I derive a result
linking the median voter's expected reaction to her relative inflation aversion
vis-~i-vis the government, the degree of time inconsistency and inflation
shock variability in the economy. This yields a taxonomy of equilibrium outcomes: when the median voter expects to benefit from higher CBI the government optimizes by lowering its political incentive, thus moving the effective stance of monetary policy away from the median voter's preferences.
Therefore, if the median voter is more inflation averse than the government
the political effect counteracts the economic effect and the effective policy
stance loosens. Increasing effective CBI then induces smaller absolute
changes in inflation-output variability and on average inflation. In contrast,
if the median voter is less inflation averse than the government, the political
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effect reinforces the economic effect and the absolute impact on average
inflation and inflation-output variability is stronger than otherwise. The intuition is symmetric to the first case: as the median voter expects to lose
from higher CBI, the government optimally reacts by increasing its political
incentive. In both cases, the net impact of the two effects is a function of
the parameters affecting the median voter's expected loss.
Third, a threshold is derived for the initial degree of effective CBI
below which the absolute change in inflation variability following a change
in CBI exceeds that in output variability. The level of the threshold is shown
to be decreasing in the government's and median voter's inflation aversion
and increasing in the central bank's inflation aversion. Therefore, the "free
lunch" claim whereby higher CBI induces lower average and less variable
inflation with no apparent rise in output variability may be explained by a
combination of low inflation aversion for the government and/or median
voter and not excessively high inflation aversion for the central bank. Intuitively, if the initial degree of effective CBI is less than the threshold, inflation
variability will be more sensitive than output variability to changes in CBI.
The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, the
model is presented, effective CBI is defined and reduced forms for equilibrium effective inflation and output growth obtained. In Section 3, I derive
a key result linking the government's electoral incentive to its expected macroeconomic performance. Section 4 then analyzes the net impact of increasing effective CBI on the components of the inflation-output trade-off. The
discussion focuses on the relative weight of the economic and political effects
of changing CBI on average inflation and inflation-output variability. Section
5 concludes.

2. The Model

The model involves a two-period game where the government chooses
the degree of CBI, the central bank implements monetary policy, and the
representative agent--or median voter--sets expected inflation and votes
for the government or the opposition. 3 The timing follows Rogoff (1985)
and Alesina and Gatti (1995). All variables refer to representative period t:
the period-t reelection probability refers to the elections for period t occurring at the end of period t - 1. The length of each period coincides with
the incumbent political party's term in office. The government knows the
central bank's and the median voter's expected loss functions and the distribution of the inflation shock. Upon being elected for period t at the end
aThe identity of the political party in power does not matter for the results, so I focus on the
policy outcomes independently of the government's partisan affiliation.
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of period t - 1, it has to choose the degree of CBI before observing the
inflation shock aiming to minimize its expected losses. Period-t nominal wage
contracts and expected inflation are then set and the actual inflation-output
growth combination (nt, Yt) determined as a joint function of the degree of
CBI and the inflation shock realization.
The inflation-output trade-off is given by a stylized short-run aggregate
supply function:

(1)

yt = TCt -- Et-17~t + ~ ,

where Yt and x t denote levels of real output growth and inflation, Et-17tt is
expected inflation determined at the end of period t - 1, and et is a normal
lid inflation shock with mean zero and variance try. The slope of (1) and the
natural rate of output growth are normalized to one and zero, respectively,
while the inflation and output growth targets are set to zero and y* > 0.
The government thus has a time-inconsistent incentive to create surprise
inflation and temporarily raise output growth. 4 The period-t losses of the
government, the central bank and the median voter, LtG, LCtB and L~v respectively, are defined over quadratic deviations of policy outcomes from
their targets:
L 7 = 1 [rc~ + bG(yt -

Lctn = 1 [n2t + b cB (yt -

y,)2 _ 7tPt] ,

y,)2] '

1[~2t + bV(y t _ y , ) 2 ] ,

be > 0 ;

bCB > 0 . ,
bv>

0.

(2)

The loss functions differ from each other in two respects. First, it is
assumed that b G > bcB and b v > bC~: the central bank is more inflation
averse than the government and the median voter. However, the latter may
be either more or less inflation averse than the government, reflecting shifts
in the electorate's macroeconomie policy preferences within a term in office.
Second, L~ also involves the government's political incentive in period t.
Unlike the central bank, the government is sensitive to Pt, the actual percentage of the vote it gets in the election. The government's losses are strictly
decreasing in Pt. As the degree of CBI is set before observing the inflation
4Due, for example,to labor market distortions and/orinflationtax considerations:see Barro
and Gordon(1983)and Culderman(1992)_Asthere are no explicitmonetarypolicyinstrnments,
the governmentis assumedto have direct controlover inflation.
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shock, the government can ex ante react to changes in its expected share of
the vote, that is, in its reelection probability. I assume that the government
can change its political incentive Yt as follows:

aYt
-

-

aE t_ 1Pt

=

1

.

(3)

Macroeconomie policy is more likely to be affected by political considerations if the incumbent is less likely to be reelected, and vice versa. A
decline in Et_ 1 Pt induces a rise in 7t as the government tries to stem its
falling reelection probability by shifting monetary policy more in line with
the median voter's preferences. Conversely, a government whose reelection
probability rises will lower its political sensitivity, other things equal. ~
The government's actual percentage of the vote, Pt, is assumed to be
a decreasing function of the median voter's loss in period t:
Pt=A

-BLy,

where A, B > 0 are positive constants normalized to yield a well-defined
probability measure. Taking expectations yields the government's reelection
probability--its expected percentage of the vote--as a function of the median voter's expected loss:
Et_ iPt = A - B Et-

1LVt

•

Coefficient B measures the negative impact of the median voter's expected loss on the election outcome. Worse expected macroeconomic performance, evaluated according to the median voter's preferences, lowers the
government's reelection probability by a factor B. A larger B suggests that
the median voter is more sensitive to the state of the economy, ceteris
paribus.
Substituting the actual election outcome Pt in the government's loss
function yields
1

Ltc = ~ [(1 + ytB)rc~ + (b c + ytBbV)(yt - y,)2] _ Yt A .

(4)

Equation (4) will be referred to as the government's effective loss function
5Assuming d T t l d E t _ t Pt = - 1 simplifies the calculations, although in general it suffices
that it be negative. The results are robust to an asymmetric specification wherein Yt rises when
E t - 1 Pt falls, but stays unchanged when E t _ 1Pt rises.
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to emphasize that, in the presence of a political incentive, the government's
effective policy preferences are dependent on the median voter's. Minimizing (4) subject to the short-run supply function (1) yields the actual inflationoutput combination when the government has full control over monetary
policy:
b a + TtBb v
rc~ -

ytC =

1 + 7tB

b a + "[tBb v
y*

-

1 + b G + 3'tB(1 + b y ) at ;

i + ~'tB
1 + b c + 7tB(1 + b v) at-

(5)

Similarly, minimizing the central bank's loss function in (2) yields the
inflation-output combination when the central bank is completely independent:
b CB

rtctB = bCBy*
1
y BC _

1 +

b c~

1 + bcB e~ ;

8t .

(6)

The inflation-output combinations in Equations (5) and (6) denote the
actual policy outcomes, as the preferred combination of both the government and the central bank is just rc~ = 0 and Yt -= Y*"
At this point variable gt E [0, 1] is introduced, measuring the degree
of effective CBI in period t. The government chooses gt at the beginning of
its term in office, that is, after expected inflation has been set but before
observing the inflation shock's realization, and is committed to its choice for
the whole term in office:
rct =-- gtnCt B + (1 - gt)~ta ;

y,-

g,yf" + (1 - g,)y~.

(7)

Equations (7) define the effective inflation and output growth rates as
weighted averages of the inflation-output combinations when gt = 0 and
gt = 1, where the weights are gt and 1 - gt. Thus gt = 0 implies that
the central bank is effectively a branch of government, while when gt = 1
the central bank is solely responsible for monetary policy. For intermediate
values of g,, the effective inflation-output combination captures the joint
influence on monetary policy of the government's and central bank's pref734
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erences, with higher values indicating that the central bank is effectively
more independent, e
Substituting (7) into (4) and minimizing the government's loss function
yields the equilibrium effective inflation and output growth rates:
rE = gt [bCBy*

b-

]

1 + bcn at

b c + %Bb v
]
1 + b c + 7tB(1 + b v) at ;

y* --

J

+ 7tB
_

Yt

gt

1 +

(8)

7tB

1 + b cn at + (1 - gt) 1 + b c + ytB(1 + b v) at.

(9)

3. Endogenous Political Incentive and Equilibrium CBI
The effects of changing gt on the expectation and variance of inflation
and output growth depend upon the impact of changing effective CBI on
the government's political incentive. The latter is an implicit function of the
change in the median voter's expected loss:
OYt
Ogt

OTt OEt_1Pt c~Et_ 1Lv
OEt_ f t OEt- 1Lv
Ogt

(lO)

Substituting in (10) the values of a%/aEt_ft and aEt_ft/aEt_lL v
implies:
aT~

OEt_ 1Lv
-

Ogt

B ~

(11)

8gt

~l~he effective CBI parameter g may be interpreted narrowly to encompass the legislated
statutes of the central bank, specifying, among other things, the terms in office of the monetary
authorities and the government's difficulty in replacing them in the event of disagreement over
objectives. However, unless these statutes are written into the constitution, a government may
use its discretion to change the legislation controlling the central bank's operating procedures
as suggested in Blinder (1997). Such changes reflect either a change of political party in office,
or simply a realization by the incumbent that economic conditions have changed. A broader
interpretation of g would combine both legislative and discretionary influences on CBI, thus
capturing the overall variation in the central bank's independence from the executive. Such an
interpretation encompasses CBI in both instruments and goals, as defined by Debelle and
Fischer (1996) and Fischer (1995).
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Thus "/changes in the same direction as the median voter's expected
loss, and by a factor B > 0. Consider an exogenous rise in gt. If aE t_ ILV/Ogt
> 0 the median voter is worse off in expectation. The government then
reacts by increasing its political incentive Yt, thus shifting the effective stance
of monetary policy toward the median voter's policy preferences. In so doing,
it partially mitigates the adverse consequences to its reelection probability.
Conversely, if ~ELV/ag < 0 the median voter is better off in expectation, so
the government lowers 7t in its effective loss function, The effective stance
of monetary policy then shifts away from the median voter's preferences.
Therefore, the equilibrium change in the political incentive following
an exogenous change in gt is a function of the corresponding change in the
expected loss of the median voter. As expected inflation is set before the
government's choice of gt, the median voter takes Yt as given in minimizing
Et-1L v. In Appendix A the following is shown:
LEMMA.

aEt_ 1Lv

-

(A1 + gtA2)o'~ + A3(gt)y*2;

where
A1 = (bv - be)(1 + bCB)(b G + %Bb v -

(1 + 7tB)bCn);

(bv + bCBe)(1 + b c + "/tB(1 + bY))2
1 + bcB

A2

+ (1 + bCS)2[bV(1 + "[tB)2 + (b c + ytBbV) 2]
- 2(1 + bCB)(1 + b a + ytB(1 + bY))
•[bv (i + "YtB) + (b G + ytBbV)] > 0 ;
Aa(gt)

=

gtbCB(1 + ytB) + (1 - g~)(b G + ytBb v)
(1 + ytB) 2

•[(1 + 7tB)b cB - b c - ytBb V] < O.
From Equation (11) we get:
COROLLARY.

aYt - B[(A1 + gtA2)o-~ + Aa(gt)y*:],
Ogt
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The Lemma decomposes the response of the median voter's expected
loss to a change in g in two additively separable terms. 7 The term in
captures the influence on OELV/Ogof the inflation shock variance--hence of
the variability of inflation and output growth while the term in y,Z captures
the influence of the output target. Separability of the terms in cr~ and y*
implies that the effects of changing g on the expectation (Aa) and variances
(A1 and A2) of inflation and output growth are evaluated independently. I
presently analyze an exogenous increase in effective CBI by evaluating its
effect on the median voter's expected loss.
In Appendix A, it is shown that A 1 > (<)0 as b v > (<)b e, A2 > 0 and
Aa < 0. Moreover, coefficients A 1 and A 2 are independent of g whereas A a
is not. The intuition for the sign ofA 1 is as follows. Consider, without loss
of generality, an increase in the volatihty of the inflation shock. A median
voter who is less inflation averse than the government (bv > b c) prefers
lower effective CBI in order to accommodate the impact of higher volatility
on output growth, so increasing g makes this median voter worse off: OELV/
Og > 0. Conversely, a median voter who is more inflation averse than the
government (bv < b e) prefers higher effective CBI in order to accommodate
the effects of higher volatility on the inflation rate, that is, OELV/Og< O.
The second term (g A2cr~ > 0) relates OELV/Ogto the initial degree
of effective CBI. When g increases, the median voter is always worse off in
expectation as A2 > 0 regardless of the initial value of g. This is because
relatively more of the increase in inflation shock volatility will affect output
growth. In other words, the median voter is always worse off as she is less
inflation averse than the central bank, and raising g shifts the effective stance
of monetary policy toward the central bank's preferences. This is consistent
with gA2cy~ increasing in the initial value of g: higher inflation volatility is
worse for the median voter the higher the initial degree of effective CBI.
The last term (Aa(g)y* < 0) captures the link between the timeinconsistent output growth target and expected inflation. If y* rises but g is
constant, the median voter is worse off regardless of her policy preferences,
as raising g would mitigate the rise in expected inflation at no cost to expected
output growth. Increasing effective CBI partially alleviates the greater time
inconsistency problem, so the expected benefit to the median voter is always
positive. A median voter facing higher y* thus always favors more effective
CBI. This is consistent with coefficient Aa(g) absolutely decreasing in g: OAe/
Og < 0. Ceteris paribus, any degree of time inconsistency harms the median
voter less if the central bank is more independent.
7Thetime subscriptswillbe subsequentlydroppedexceptwhennecessary,as in a two-period
frameworkgt onlygets determinedonce. In a multi-periodmodelgt wouldbe a statevariable.
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4. The Impact of CBI on the Inflation-Output Trade-Off
Effective C B I and E x p e c t e d Inflation

In Appendix B it is shown that the first-order condition determining
the optimal degree of effective CBI is nonlinear in g and the underlying

parameters. In this section attention is restricted to analyzing the simpler
case of an exogenous increase in effective CBI and its impact on the inflationoutput trade-off. The effects of an exogenous decrease in effective CBI are
symmetric.
Taking expectations in (9) implies that expected output growth is zero
regardless of the degree of effective CBI. Expected inflation involves taking
expectations in (8):

+ 7B

1 + 7B /J

Differentiating (12) with respect to g and using O710g = B OELV/Og
yields:
PROPOSITION 1.

-~g -

(b Cn b¢ + Bbv/

B2y*

OELv

y* + (1 - g)(1 + TB)2 (by - be) 0---g-

The two additive terms capture the economic and political effects of
increasing g on expected inflation. The first term, which is negative for all
y* > 0, is the traditional economic effect whereby higher effective CBI
lowers average inflation because the central bank is more inflation averse
than the government and the median voter, s The second term captures the
political effect of changing g: if this were zero, expected inflation would be
strictly decreasing in g. In general, however, the political effect is nonzero
so the net impact of higher g on OEn/Og is ambiguous.
Proposition I implies the following necessary and sufficient condition
for the economic effect to outweigh the political effect:
aErt

,, , < 0

Og
- - B(2 b

(1 - g) 1 + 7B

v-

¢:~

b G) aEL
... v < b G - bcB + 7B(b v _ b cn) .

dg

(13)

SThis is one part of RogofFs (1985) insight on the benefits of instituting a conservative independent central bank, the other being lower inflation variability.
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As the economic effect on the right side is positive, the inequality will always
hold if the political effect is negative: (b v - bG)OELV/Og < 0. If, however,
the political effect is positive then the net impact of raising g on expected
inflation depends on the two effects' relative magnitude. On the one hand,
the magnitude of the economic effect increases in b G - b cs and b v - b c~,
reflecting the inflationary gains of delegating monetary policy to a conservative central bank. On the other hand, the political effect's magnitude is
increasing in Ibv - bGI and B but decreasing in 7 and the initial g value,
ceteris paribus. A lower initial g value increases the government's control
over monetary policy, while changing 7 in either direction from a low initial
value has a larger impact on the effective stance of monetary policy. In
contrast, if Ibv - bGI --~ 0 and/or B --->0 the economic effect dominates: the
median voter's preferences are very close to the government's, and/or macroeconomic performance is not an important political issue. 9 To summarize,
if the political effect is positive and absolutely smaller than the economic
effect, their net impact is negative. However, if the political effect is absolutely greater than the economic effect, their net impact is positive so that
increasing g will raise expected inflation.
Determining the political effect's relative magnitude requires signing
(b V - bG)OELV/Og. From Section 3, if OELV/Og < 0 then the government
reacts to higher g by lowering 7. If b v < b C the political effect is positive
and counters the economic effect: the effective monetary policy stance becomes less inflation averse. Higher effective CBI then leads to a smaller
decline in expected inflation than in the absence of the political incentive.
In contrast, if b v > b e monetary policy effectively tightens as the negative
political effect reinforces the economic effect. Increasing effective CBI then
leads to a bigger decline in expected inflation. Conversely, if OELV/Og > 0
the government responds to higher g by raising 7. If b v < b e, then the
political effect is negative and the decline in expected inflation greater than
otherwise. In contrast, if b v > b e the political effect is positive, so that
increasing g induces a smaller absolute decline in expected inflation. The
four cases are summarized in Table 1.
The Lemma of Section 3 evaluates the political effect by focusing on
OELV/Og. Its components include coefficients A 1 and Ae in ~ and coefficient
A~ in y*. First, A1 is positive (negative) i f b v > (<) b e. Second, the term in
A2 is always positive, inducing OELV/Og > 0. Finally, coefficient A 3 is always
negative. The impact of Aa, and hence y*, on OELV/Og increases in absolute
if the central bank becomes more inflation averse given b v and b c ($ b cs)
and/or if G and V become relatively less inflation averse ($ b v, be).
~I'he economic effect also dominates if initially effective CBI is very high (g --~ 1). The
government has then effectivelydelegated control of monetarypolicyto the central bank.
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TABLE 1.

OET~
The Political Effect on - -

og

OEL v

OEL v

- - < 0

- - > 0

ag

bv < be
bv > bc

+
_

Og

+

Referring to Table 1, b v < b c implies OELV/Og is negative on account
of A1 and A3 and positive on account of Az. If the initial value of g is small,
the negative impact of A 1 and A3 is likely to dominate gA2o~, so overall the
political effect is positive and counters the economic effect. This is consistent
with the political effect absolutely decreasing in g. Conversely, b v > b c
implies aELV/Og is positive on account of A1 and Az and negative on account
of Aa. Provided g is small and the output growth target y* is significantly
positive, the negative impact of Aa is likely to outweigh A1 and gA2cr~, so
that in net aELV/ag < 0. This is also the likely outcome if G~ is relatively
small. The political effect is then negative and reinforces the economic
effect.
Note that in both cases parameters were such that aELV/Og < 0: the
median voter is better off with higher g. Intuitively, a small initial g value
implies that a median voter who is more inflation averse than the government
is always better offwith increased effective CBI. In contrast, when b V > b e
the median voter is worse offbecanse of the smaller degree of inflation shock
accommodation (the A1 and Az terms), but better off because of the lower
time inconsistency (the Aa term). Overall, provided b V is not much greater
than b G, and ~ and/or the initial value o f g are relatively small, the median
voter is likely to be better off with higher g. As a result, the government
lowers 3', which in this case implies a greater decline in expected inflation) °
Nevertheless, it should be stressed that there is no a priori reason for selecting a particular outcome. A full taxonomy requires a case-by-case eval1°Note that in the extreme case that y* is very large compared to ~ then A3(g)y.2 << 0
outweighs any positive effect from the volatility terms in A1 and As. This results in aELV/ag
< 0 and the followingtwo possibilities. Ifb v > b c then (bv - bG)aELV/ag < 0 and the political
effect is negative, reinforcing the economic effect. Conversely, if b v < b Gthen (bv - b C)aELV/
ag > 0 and the political effect is positive, so the sign of aEn/ag is ambiguous without further
information on parameter values. Equivalently, if the inflation rate is almost constant ((rE-+ 0)
then OELV/Og< 0 regardless of the degree of time inconsistency implicit in y*. Once more, the
political effect is negative ifb v > b c and positive fib v < b c.
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uation of the net impact of increasing g on OEn/Og, which is beyond the
scope of this paper.
Effective C B I and I n f l a t i o n - O u t p u t Variability

Turning to the second moments of the equilibrium policy outcomes,
the variance of the effective inflation-output combination from Equations
(8)-(9) is just

°~ =

gbCB
b e + TBb v
)2
1c-----------~
+ b
+ (1 - g) 1 + be + "/B(1 + bv) ~

~

"1
c - -+- - -b- ~ + (1 - g) 1 + be + TB(1 + b V)

g
=

1 + 7B

(14)

)2

(15)

Differentiating with respect to g and applying Equation (11) yields
PROPOSITION 2.
-

Ocr~
Og

(

2 g-

bC~
bCB +

1 +

b cs

b c + 7Bb v
(1 -

b G + "/Bbv

• '1 + b c'''''''~

)

g) 1 + b G + 7B(I + b v)

1 + bc +

"yB(1 +

1

b v) +

I+yB

~

(1 - g)BZ(bv - b c) OELv]
(1 + ~'G g -~-1" :12 ~-~))2 ~'gj

;

) z

00g
4 - 2 g 1 + bCB + (1 - g) 1 + bG + 7B(1 + b v) ~E

1
• "1 + b c~

1 + 7B

(i - g)BZ(bG - bV)

0N

1 + b a + TB(1 + b v) + (1 + bG + yB(1 + bY))2 a g j

Both 0~/0g and 0a~/0g are absolutely increasing in the variance of the
inflation shock. However, whereas the first multiplicative terms are always
positive and less than 1, the sign of the second terms is ambiguous. The
difference of the first two components in square brackets is unambiguously
negative for O~z~/0g and positive for Oo-~JOg. This captures the traditional
economic effect of increasing effective CBI, involving less variable inflation
and more variable output growth. The last components in square brackets
capture the political effect of increasing g. The political effects are absolutely
decreasing in the initial value of g, as in the expression for expected inflation
in Proposition 1. They are equal and opposite but not necessarily of the same
sign as the economic effects. There are 3 general cases:
(i) A negative political effect of higher g on O~/Og reinforces the economic
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TABLE 2.

The Political Effect on 0°~ and 0o'~y
Og
Og
OELv

--<0

0g

bv < bG
bY>be

+ (-)
_(+)

OELv

-->0

0g

- (+)
+ (-)

effect on inflation variability. Similarly, a positive political effect on
Oa~/Og reinforces the respective economic effect. An increase in g then
induces less variable inflation and more variable output growth than in
the absence of the political incentive.
(if) A positive political effect on Oc~/Og counters the economic effect. If the
political effect is absolutely smaller than the economic effect, their net
impact is dominated by the economic effect and O~/Og will still be
negative. Similarly, if the negative political effect of higher g on
Oc~/Ogis absolutely smaller than the respective positive economic effect,
O~y/Ogwill be positive but smaller than otherwise.
(iii) If the political effect on Oa~/Og is positive and absolutely greater than
the negative economic effect, inflation variability increases with g. For
O@/Og, the net impact is negative when the negative political effect is
bigger in absolute than the economic effect. Higher g then implies less
variable output growth.
The possible outcomes for the influence of the political effect on
0~/0g and 0~/0g are summarized in Table 2 (signs for 0~/0g are in
parentheses).
The net impact of changing g on the variability of inflation and output
growth is determined by the response of the median voter's expected loss,
as was the case for expected inflation. In signing 3ELV/Og, recall from the
Lemma that if either b v << b G, ~ and/or g are small or y* is large, the
median voter is likely to be better off in expectation with higher g. Table 2
then indicates that for b v < b G the political effect is positive on Oo'~/Ogand
negative on 0~/0g, hence the absolute changes in inflation and output variability are smaller than other~cise. Conversely, if either b v >> b G, ~2 and/or
g are large or y* is small, the median voter is likely to be worse off with
higher g. The politieal effect is then positive on 3o'~/Og and negative on
0@/0g so once more effective inflation and output growth become less variable. For intermediate values of the parameters, a numerical exploration of
the Lemma is required before referring to Table 2.
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Relative Variability of Inflation and Output Growth
This section compares the relative magnitudes of the changes in inflation and output growth variability following an exogenous rise in g. The
economic and political effects of higher g on ~ and ~ are eauall and oo-1
posite, so any difference in the absolute values of Ocr~/Og and 0o-~/0g is attributed to their respective first multiplicative term. Comparing the expressions in Proposition 2 implies
PROPOSITION 3,

where the threshold degree of effective CBI, ~, is given by
(1 + bCB)(b c + ?Bb v - 1 - ,/B)
=
2(b c + "yBbv - (1 + 7B)b cB)
As the denominator of~ is always positive, requiring ~ U [0, 1] implies
the following conditions on the inflation aversion coefficients:
>- 0 ¢=~ b G + 7Bb v > 1 + ?B ;
~ <- 1 ¢=>0 < b c B < 1 .

These restrictions are in line with the ordering of monetary policy
preferences: at least one of (bv, b G) has to exceed 1 and bcB has to be less
than 1, so b v can lie on either side of b c.
Proposition 3 relates the absolute values of 0¢yz~/0gand O~/Og to the
initial value of g. If the initial degree of effective CBI is less than ~ then
0¢y~/dg exceeds 0¢y~/0gin absolute. Conversely, if the initial degree of effective CBI exceeds g then Ocy~/ag is absolutely greater. The initial degree of
CBI may therefore be classified as "high" or "low" depending on its relation
to the threshold ~. Intuitively, at low initial g values the government exercises
more influence over monetary policy, so a given increase in effective CBI
has a first-order effect on inflation variability but only a second-order effect
on output growth variability. Therefore, inflation variability changes absolutely more than output variability. Conversely, at high initial g values the
central bank has the larger influence on monetary policy. Increasing g
further then has a first-order effect on output variability and a second-order
effect on inflation variability.
Assume, without loss of generality, that the initial value of g is uni743
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formly distributed on [0, 1], so its expected value of 0.5 reflects equal influence on monetary policy by the central bank and the government. Proposition 3 then suggests that if ~ exceeds the expected initial value of 0.5
inflation variability is likely to exceed output growth variability in absolute
terms, and vice versa if~ is less than 0.5. This implies the following condition
on the parameters:
COROLLARY.

1
be + yBb v _> ( < ) 1 bcB+yB
g _> (<)2¢:~
Thus for ~ to exceed 0.5, b G and/or b v have to be greater than b cB,
which cannot be much smaller than 1. If the initial value of g is uniformly
distributed, Proposition 3 implies a higher probability that it is less than the
threshold. Increasing g will then induce a larger absolute change to inflation
variability than output growth variability.
To summarize, the "free lunch" empirical observation whereby increasing effective CBI induces lower average and less variable inflation with
no apparent rise in output growth variability may be explained in this framework by a high threshold value ~. In turn, this requires a low degree of
inflation aversion for the government and/or median voter, and not excessively high inflation aversion for the central bank. Ifb cB takes on small values
then ~ will be less than 0.5. The initial g is then more likely to exceed the
threshold, so that increasing g has a larger absolute effect on output growth
variability than inflation variability.
5. Conclusion

This paper developed a political economy model for studying the effects of higher central bank independence on the inflation-output trade-off.
A distinction was introduced between the economic and political effects of
changing the degree of CBI through the notion of effective CBI. The resuiting taxonomy of the effects of increasing CBI on the inflation-output
combination allows for a variety of equilibrium outcomes.
It was shown that the political effect may either counter or reinforce
the economic effect as a function of parameter values. The absolute magnitude of the political effect is greater the lower the initial degree of effective
CBI and the policy differences between the government and median voter,
and the smaller the initial value of the government's political incentive. The
net impact of increasing CBI on the inflation-output trade-off is a function
of the expected reaction of the median voter. Other things equal, more time
inconsistency and higher shock variability imply the median voter is worse
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off in expectation, while when the median voter is more inflation averse than
the government she is more likely to be better off with higher CBI. It is
thus possible that increasing CBI may yield higher expected inflation and
inflation variability and less variable output growth, depending on the median voter's relative inflation aversion vis-a-vis the government.
A threshold degree of CBI was also obtained such that, if effective
CBI increases while below the threshold, then the absolute change in inflation variability exceeds the change in output variability, that is, the stylized
fact underlying the suggestion that CBI is a free lunch. It was shown that a
combination of recession averse governments and median voters and a not
too inflation averse central bank is required in order for the model to rationalize this stylized fact. More precise statements would require solving
numerically for the optimal degree of effective CBI derived in Appendix B.
On the theoretical front, these results could be verified against alternative
distributional assumptions for the initial g value. More generally, a theoretical extension to the paper would involve modeling a dynamic game in
which the median voter's policy preferences evolve as a function of past and
expected future macroeconomic and election outcomes. Such extensions
seem important in studying the link between monetary policy and central
bank independence.
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Appendix A.
Proof of the Lemma (Section 3)
The median voter's expected loss function is
1

EL v = 2 E[n2 + b v (y _ y,)2] .

Substituting the effective inflation-output combination from (8)-(9)
and taking expectations yields
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ELY = ~ (g2 [(bCBy*)2
•

(
bC + 7BbV
)2o~ ]
+ yB / y,2 4- 1 + b G + 7B(] + b v)

_+ Bbv)
+ 2g(1 - g) [

1 + yB

y*~

bCB (bc + YBbv)
] 2
+ (1 + bCB)(1 + b c + yB(1 + bY))] (y~
(

g2

(1 - g)2(1 + 7B) z

+ b v y,2 + (1 + bCS)z + (1 + b G + I'B(1 + bY)) 2
2 g ( 1 - g)(1 + 7B)
) ]}
+ (1 + bCB)(1 T b G + 7B(1 + bY)) (r~ .

(A1)

Differentiating (A1) with respect to g

aELv
- (1 - 2g)bCB(bc + 7Bbv)
ag

[

2

]

i y,2
+ yB + (1 + bcB)(1 + b(~ + q'B(1 + bY))

+ gbc~ [y*~+ (1 4~c~)~1
- (1 - g)(b G + yBbV)~ (1 +y,27B) 2 + (1 + b G + (r~
7B(1 + bY))2
v z[
g
+ b ira (1 + bCB)2

(1 - g)(1 + 7B)z
(1 + b G + 7B(1 + bY))2

(1 - 2g)(1 + yB)
+ (1 + b~U(f - 7 7

]

+ ~,B(1 + bY)) ] "

(A2)

G r o u p i n g t o g e t h e r t e r m s in terms in ~ and y* yields
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OEL V - [
gb V
ag
(1 + bCB)2

(1 - g)bV(1 + yB) e

(1 + b G + ~,B(1 + bY)) ~

+

(1 - 2g)bV(1 + 7B)
(1 + bCB)(1 + b G + ~,B(1 + bV))

+

(1 - 2g)b cB (b c + ~Bb v)
(1 + bCB)(1 + b G + yB(1 + bY))

+

gb cB2
(1 + bC~) ~

+

2

[gbCB
+

-

(1 - g)(b c + 7BbV) ~ 1
2
(1 + ~ d T :~B-~I ~ "b-~)2'j ' ~

(1 -- 2g)bCB(b G + 7Bb v)

(1 + yB) 2

-

l+yB
J" y,2

(A3)

Equation (A3) is of the form OELV/ag = A(g, . )cr~ + As(g, . )y,2. Rearranging the terms in A(g, ") yields
A(g, ") = A1 (') + gA2(')
= (1 + b cR) [1 + b c + 7B(1 + bV)][bv ( 1 + 7B)

+ bCB((bG + "[BbV)]
- (1 + bCe)z [bv (1 + 7B) 2 + (b G + 7BbV) 2]
+ g

[(b v + bCB~)(1 + b c + yB(1 + bY))2
/ .....
1 + bce

+ (1 + bCB)~ [bv (1 + yB) z + (b c + 7BbV) ~]
- 2(1 + bCB)(1 + b G + yB(1 + bY))

• [bv (1 + 7B) + bcB (b c + yBbV)]] .

(A4)

Substituting (A4) in (A3) yields aELV/ag. Signing the coefficients involves straightforward algebra. First, dividing all A1 terms by 1 + bcB and
expanding yields
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[1 + b G + ~/B(1 + bV)][b V (1 + 7B) + bCB(b G + 7BbV)]
- ( 1 + bCn)[bV(1 + yB) 2 + (b G + y B b V ) 2 ] .
After manipulation this becomes
A1/(1 + bcn) = (b v - bC)(b G + 7Bb v - (1 + yB)bCS),
which is clearly positive (negative) i f f b v > (<)b c. Turning to coefficient A2
in (A4) and multiplying throughout by i + bcB yields
Az = (b v + bCB~)(1 + b G + 3'B(1 + bY)) ~

+ (1 + bCB) 2 [b v (1 + 7B) 2 + (b c + yBbV) ~]
-2(1 + bCB)(1 + b c + yB(1 + bV))[b v (1 + yB)
+ bcB (b c + yBbV)] .

(AS)

The second term in (A5) is clearly positive. Subtracting one half of the
last term from the first term yields
(bv + bCB~)(1 + b c + 3,B(1 + bY)) ~

- (1 + bCn)(1 + b G + 7B(1 + bV))[bV(1 + vB) + bCB(bc + 7BbV)].
Conjecturing that this expression is positive yields
b cB~ (1 + yB) + bVbG + yBb ve > bVbcB (1 + yB) + bCSbG + yBbCnbv ,

(A6)

which has ambiguous sign. Subtracting the other half of the last term in (A5)
from the second term and conjecturing that their difference is positive yields
bce (1 + yB) + bVbCTB + bVb cB (1 + 7B) > bVb G
+ 7Bb v2 + bCnb G (1 + "yB).

(A7)

Adding inequalities (A6) and (A7) yields
(b v -

bC~)(b G + y B b v -

bCBb v (1 + 7B)) > (b v + yBb v -

bG)(b G
bC~bV(1 + 7B)),

which implies
bcB < b ~ .

(A8)
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Inequality (A8) is always true, thus confirming our earlier conjectures.
Therefore coefficient A.2 is always positive.
Finally, expanding coefficient As in (A3) and collecting common terms
yields
b c ~ ( 1 + yB) - b e - ?Bb v
A 3 ~-

(1 + 7B) 2

[gb cB (1

+ ,/B) + (1 - g)(b e + 7BbV)],
which is always negative.

Appendix B.
Derivation of the Optimal Degree o f Effective CBI

The government's optimization problem takes into account both the
economic and the political effects of changing g. Its choice is the solution to
the expected minimization of the effective loss function:
rain

1

El(1 + 7B)x ~ + (b G + "/BbV)(y - y,)2] _ "~A

(B1)

g,3'(g) ~

Equivalently
1
g* = arg m i n ~ E[(1 + T(g)B)rt(g) 2 + (b G
g

+ ?(g)BbV)(y(g) _ y,)2] _ ? A .

(B2)

Substituting inflation and output growth from Equations (9)-(10):

- g)(bG + 7Bbv)
+ [ g T - 7 ~ + 1 + ~e T ~ 1 T ~ / ~

(

+(b c + 7Bb v) y,2 +

+ i ~- b-~ + yB(1 + bV)J -E]j -

7A.

(B3)

Differentiating (B3) with respect to g, the derivative of the last term
is just AOT/Og = AB OELV/Og. Applying the Lemma to the right side of the
first-order condition implies
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ABOELV/dg

= AB[(AI

+ gA2)cs~

-

A3y*2].

(B4)

Coefficients A 1 and A2 are independent of g and A 3 is linear in g, so
(B4) is also linear in g. Differentiating all remaining terms in the first-order
condition (B3) with respect to g and separating terms in c~2 and y* yields

[

[(([ bob

(1 + 7B)

bo+ bv

g 1 + bcn

]

1 + b e + 7B(1 + bV)

b a + 7Bb v

i + b e + 7B(1 + b v)
B~gg(bv - b G)
b a + 7Bb v
1 + b e + 7B(1 + b v) + Ii - g> (i + b~'+ ~B(i + b~))~)]

bCB
× 1 + bcB

bC+TBbV
I(
q 1 + be + 7B(1 + b v) g l

1+

7B

,

1

I+7B

)

1 + b G + 7B(I + bv)

+ bcB

i]

1 + b a + 7B(1 + bv

B ~ ( b v - b e)
[bG + ? B b V - (1 + 7B)b c"
og
]}
×
1 + b G + 7B(1 + b v)
- (1 - g) 1 + b c + 'y'B(1 + b v)

/

+

1 + TB /
×(b cB

ba + ? B b V + (1 - g )
1+re

1 + 7B J

B~g(b v - bC),~
)J
(l + - & y
"

(B5)

After manipulation this becomes
y*(1 + 7B)

b e + 7Bb v

1 + b e + 7B(1 + bY) DzEa - GI

2
Ge

E1Dl(1 + 7B)] g2

+[(1 + 7B)(E~ + E1D1 - E2DI)
b c + yBb v

+1 + b e + 7B(1 + bY) (EaF2 - De + F1D2)
+(G(G + I) - IH) y*(1, +2 ?B)]g + (1 + ?B)E~(E 1 + D1)
(I e

b G + 7Bb v

1 + b G + 7B(I + bY) (F~F2 - F~D2) + H(I +

H)Y*(1 + 7B)

(B6)
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Expression (B6) is therefore a quadratic polynomial in g whose coefficients are given by
O__.y_y
D1 = B

bv -

0g ( 1 + b G + 7B(1 + bV)) ~ '
O._yy

D2 = B

bv -

bG

ag 1 + b a + yB(1 + bY) '
b cs

E1

bG

b G + yBb v

1 + ~

1 + b G + yB(1 + bY) ;

b a + yBb v
E2 = 1 + b a +

yB(1 + bY) ;

1
E3 -

1 +yB

1 + bcB

1 + b~ +

?B(1 + bY) '

and
F1 =

l+yB
1 + b G + "/B(1 + bV) '
b G + 7Bb v -

F2

(1 + y B ) b cB

1 + bcB

G = bcB -

b G + yBb v

l+yB
b c + yBb V

H=

I=B

l+yB

;

Oy b v -

bG

Og (1 + ~B) 2'

Therefore, assuming that the second-order conditions hold, the firstorder condition for the government's optimization problem (B1) is of the
general form
C2g 2 + C l g + Co = A 07 .
Og
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As coefficients D 1, D2 and I entering in C 2 are linear in O71Og, the remaining
terms in the first-order condition form a cubic polynomial in g. This imphes
the existence of either one or three real roots g*. Note that if either B - 0,
b V - b c = 0 or 07/ag = 0, coefficients D1, D2 and I become zero, implying
that coefficient C2 becomes independent of g. Thus in the absence of a
political incentive the first-order condition reduces to a quadratic polynomial
in g. In the presence of a political incentive, substituting 07/8g = B OELV/
0g and Equation (B4) the first-order condition becomes

Czg2 + Clg + Co = AB[(A1 + gA2)6~ - Aay*Z].

(B8)

Appendix 12.
Variable Definitions
gt E [0, 1]
r~
yt
at

e~

=
=
=
=
=

7t>0
A,B>O
Et- 1Pt

=
=
=

L G, b c > 0

=

L v, b v > 0

=

L cB, bcB > 0

=

effective central bank independence.
period-t inflation rate.
period-t real output growth rate.
period-t N(O, 1) lid inflation shock.
the government's actual share of the vote in the
elections for period t.
the government's political incentive.
fixed coefficients in the government's share of the vote.
the government's expected share of the vote (reelection
probability).
the government's loss function and inflation aversion
coefficient.
the median voter's loss function and inflation aversion
coefficient.
the central bank's loss function and inflation aversion
coefficient.
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